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Overview

• Health Services
• Getting around
• Life in the Bay Area
• Life beyond the Bay Area
• BEAST
Health Services

• BEAST students with SHIP use the health facilities of home campus
• UCSF
  • Mission Bay: Rutter Center
  • Parnassus: Student Health
  • studenthealth.ucsf.edu
• Berkeley
  • Tang Center
  • uhs.berkeley.edu
Bay Area

- San Francisco
- East Bay (Berkeley, Oakland, Richmond, Hayward, Fremont)
- South Bay (Palo Alto, San Mateo, San Jose, etc.)
- North Bay (Marin, San Rafael, Napa, Sonoma, etc.)
Transportation

Bike

Car

AC Transit

BART

Muni

Caltrain
Clipper Card

- *FREE!*
  (cal1card.berkeley.edu/login)

- 1 card, many systems

- No more exact change!

- https://www.clippercard.com

One card to rule them all!!
San Francisco

- The Mission
- The Castro
- SoMa
- The Marina
- Lower Haight
- Golden Gate Park
SF Highlights

Cal. Academy of Sciences
SFMOMA
Alcatraz
AT&T Park: SF Giants

The Presidio
Top Chefs
Twin Peaks
UCSF! Woooo!
Berkeley

The Campanile
Indian Rock
 Telegraph Ave
Marina

Berkeley Bowl
Tilden Park
Greek Theatre
Gourmet Ghetto
Beyond the Bay

Napa/Sonoma

Monterey Bay/Santa Cruz

Big Sur

Lake Tahoe

Yosemite
BEAST

- BioEngineering Association of Students
- Improve the social and academic lives of our members
- Annual retreat, visit weekends, orientation, social events, alumni networking, professional development, ...
- We do fun things.
BEAST: Head Peer Advisors

Ali Su  
Devante Horne  
Priya Mohindra  
Jasmine King
BEAST: Visit Weekend Committee

Ivana Vasic
Chris Mathy
Alejandro Morales Martinez
Jasmine King
Kaz Lewis
Andoni Moudoukoutas
Jennifer Hu
Priya Mohindra
BEAST: Retreat Committee

Emily Suter  Kristen Cotner  Roberto Falcon-Banchs  Chris Mathy

Kristine Tan  Hardik Kothare  Wissam AlGhuraibawi  Andoni Mourdoukoutas
BEAST: Admissions Committee

Roberto Falcon-Banchs
Devante Horne
Will Lykins
Allison Drain
Phil Kang

Anjali Gopal
Yiqi Cao
Christina Fuentes
Kayla Wolf
Eli Rosas
BEAST: Treasurer

Barry Fung
BEAST: Webmaster

Xinyi Zhou
BEAST: GA/ASGD Representatives

Andrew Bremer
UC Berkeley GA

Zeynep Ali
UC Berkeley GA

Jinny Sun
UCSF ASGD

Hardik Kothare
UCSF ASGD
BEAST: Internal Networking

Tiama Hamkins-Indik

Caylin VanHook

Louise Hansen

Jessie Liu
BEAST: Industry and Alumni Liaison

Inez Raharjo

Alisha Geldert
BEAST: BEST Coordinators

Andy Lopez (UCB)  Claudia Iriondo (UCSF)

BioEngineering Student Talks
BEAST: Advocacy, Communications, and Outreach Co-chairs

Sally Winkler

Will Lykins
BEAST: BMES Liaison

Dave Monteiro
Be active in BEAST

• Elections coming up in the fall!
BioE Welcome (Back) BBQ  
Sunday, August 19  
12:30 – 3PM  
Strawberry Creek Park